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Leading the legal industry 

Our innovations have helped shape the legal industry. We were early adopters of artificial

intelligence and were the first to win a case in the UK High Court using predictive coding technology.

We pioneered radical pricing approaches to cut clients’ costs and increase fee certainty. We created

a contract lawyer solution that broke new ground and formed the first managed legal service

partnerships with clients. And we created an award-winning workflow platform for use by in-house

legal teams.

PURPOSEFULLY STRUCTURED FOR INNOVATION

Our solutions-based approach to innovation is based on fully understanding our clients’ challenges

and thinking differently about how we can help to meet them.

Our track record of leading the legal industry stretches back decades and it is part of our core

business strategy to deliver services in a way that meets our clients’ operational and business

objectives. As part of our expertise in innovative legal service delivery, we have a dedicated

consultancy division that assists law departments with their legal operations challenges.

▪ Amongst the first to use artificial intelligence in the delivery of legal advice

▪ Pioneered radical pricing approaches that cut clients’ costs and increased fee certainty

▪ The first law firm to create a division dedicated to solving legal operations problems through a

combination of process, proprietary technology, and know-how

▪ The only major global law firm to have built a proprietary workflow system for in-house legal

teams

▪ Launched the first ‘managed legal service’ solution from a law firm to enable cost reduction

through a fixed-fee outsourcing of a clients’ legal function

▪ Named as a Value Champion by the Association of Corporate Counsel in recognition of driving

value in the delivery of legal services through our work with client Red Robin to design, build

and implement a comprehensive contract management system
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As a result, we’ve been named the ‘World’s Most Innovative Law Firm’ multiple times by leading legal

publications and institutions on both sides of the Atlantic.

A client-focused innovation engine 

Building on this success, we have created an engine for client-focused innovation that is second

to none and touches every part of our firm worldwide. 

To keep this up-to-date, we continually monitor developments to find new ways to improve our

approach. We have a team of forward-thinking lawyers that tests new technology and establishes

how it might be used in the future. In addition, we host regular, high-profile workshops with senior

corporate counsel, in-house directors of legal operations and legal innovation specialists to share

knowledge, best practice and experience with legal technology.

That is why, around the world, we are thought-leaders in legal innovation and why clients look to us

to find new ways to solve their commercial and legal challenges.

AWARDS

▪ BCLP Cubed Highly Commended by ‘Financial Times’ Innovative Lawyers: Europe Awards

▪ BCLP Cubed won the award for Best Business Innovation at the UK Managing Partner Forum

Awards 2020

▪ Katie DeBord won the 2019 ABA Women of Legal Tech award

▪ BCLP won the AI Innovation Award at the Legal Week Innovation Awards 2019

▪ We won two awards at the 2019 Missouri Lawyer awards. One for BCLP Cubed’s Accelerated

Review Team (ART) and the other for a joint venture between BCLP and Thompson Coburn

LLP in the  ‘new services or products that support Missouri’s legal community’ category for a

their joint B-Ceen project.

▪ FT Innovative Lawyers North America 2018, Standout Awards in the Data, Knowledge &

Intelligence and the Managing & Developing Talent categories

▪ Artificial Intelligence Innovation Award (Legal Week Innovation Awards, 2018)

▪ USA Fintech Banking Law Firm of the Year Award Winner (Finance Monthly Fintech Awards

2018)

DELIVERING VALUE THROUGH INNOVATION

https://www.bclplaw.com/en-US/news-events/bclp-cubed-highly-commended-by-financial-times-innovative-lawyers-europe-awards.html
https://www.bclplaw.com/en-GB/news-events/bclp-cubed-wins-the-award-for-best-business-innovation-at-the-uk-managing-partner-forum-awards.html
https://www.bclplaw.com/en-GB/news-events/debord-wins-2019-aba-women-of-legal-tech-award.html
https://www.bclplaw.com/en-GB/news-events/bclp-named-among-big-winners-at-legal-week-innovation-awards.html
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The pace of change in the legal marketplace shows no sign of slowing down and sticking to

historic delivery models no longer provides the value clients expect. We recognise that clients buy

outcomes not hours, and they expect efficient delivery of those outcomes.

Understanding your needs 

Understanding the issues you face, the problem you need solving or your desired outcome is our

first step in delivering a value for money solution to you.

For example, our process improvement specialist will explore areas of inefficiency, we will use data

analytics to identify areas of risk, or utilise our early case assessment methodologies.

Engineering your customised solution 

Once we have identified the issues you require resolving our next task is to engineer the delivery of a

desired outcome. To do so we utilise our full range of tool and approaches to deliver a value for

money solution.

Our process improvement and project managers will break solutions into their component tasks and

deliverables. We identify elements of our solution that directly benefit from process engineered

delivery.

We have established legal service delivery teams in Manchester (UK) and St Louis (USA) where

associate- supervised paralegals deliver technology-driven solutions.

Putting you in control of the buying decision 

In tandem with solution design, our preference is to have an upfront conversation with you as to

your budgetary constraints and attitude to risk. These conversations dictate our pricing proposition

to you, ranging from the budgetary certainty of a fixed price approach through to a purely

contingent approach where our fees will rely on a successful outcome. 

Keeping you informed 

We aspire to not only involve you in the buying decision but also to keep you fully informed

throughout the project. Our automated reporting systems facilitate ‘change of course’ conversations

before rather than after the event. Our objective is to avoid the unexpected surprise billing

conversation post matter completion.

SUPPORTING IN-HOUSE LEGAL OPERATIONS

Estimates suggest that businesses lose 10% of their profits in ‘revenue leakage’* - money the

company is due that is never collected. Much of this is due to failures in the management of
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contracts and contract terms, and other legal processes. For example, discounts that are not applied

or contracts that are not renegotiated at the right time.

Our Consultancy Division helps in-house legal teams tackle these issues to deliver immediate

commercial benefits. We also help: improve the effectiveness and efficiency of legal teams; drive

greater satisfaction with the legal function; demonstrate return on investment more clearly; and

enable in-house lawyers to focus on higher value, strategic activities.

Helping in-house teams keep one step ahead 

As well as the constant pressure to deliver more for less, we know that staying ahead of the latest

developments in the legal market is a major challenge for in-house teams. The use of artificial

intelligence, machine-learning and mobile technologies, combined with the increased use of cutting-

edge process improvement and project management techniques, is transforming the way in which

legal services are delivered. Given the rapid pace of change, in-house teams sometimes struggle to

identify which new technologies to adopt and which are passing fads.

Our legal technologists, software developers, process improvement specialists and legal project

managers include globally recognised thought-leaders in the market. Through tried and tested

facilitated workshops and reviews, and using a consultancy approach that has been successful

across organisations in a wide range of different sectors, they help in-house legal teams stay ahead

of the rapidly changing legal market.

They do this by highlighting performance issues, prioritising improvements and identifying best

practice approaches to tackle issues. They can also advise on which technologies are best placed

to tackle specific issues and help establish measures and dashboards to monitor improvements.

Delivering step-changes in performance 

Our work with in-house teams has delivered step changes in performance and driven significant

commercial benefits to clients.

For example, our systems have enabled in-house teams to ensure 100% of high-impact contracts

follow the company’s approved processes and deliver over 90% of their contracts on-time. In

addition, the in-house legal functions have been able to accurately measure performance for the

first time.

* The International Association of Commercial Contract Managers (IACCM) estimates that

companies lose 10 per cent from their bottom line through ineffective contract management.


